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Clare Churcher’s Beginning SQL Queries is your guide to mastering the lingua franca of the database industry: the SQL language. Good knowledge of SQL is crucial to anyone working with databases, because it is with SQL that you retrieve data, manipulate data, and generate business results. Knowing how to write good queries is the foundation for all work done in SQL, and it is a foundation that Clare lays well in her book.
	Does not bore with syntax! 
	Helps you learn the underlying concepts involved in querying a database, and from there the syntax is easy
	Provides exceptionally clear examples and explanations
	Is academically sound while being practical and approachable


What you’ll learn

	Write simple queries to extract data from a single table.
	Understand relational algebra and calculus and why they are important.
	Combine data from many tables into one business result.
	Avoid pitfalls and traps such as Cartesian products and difficulties with null values.
	Summarize large amounts of data for reporting purposes.
	Apply set theory to the problems of manipulating data and generating reports.


Who is this book for?

Beginning SQL Queries is aimed at intelligent laypeople who need to extract information from a database, and at developers and other IT people who are new to SQL. The book is especially useful for business intelligence analysts who must ask more complex questions of their database than their GUI–based reporting software supports. Such people might be business owners wanting to target specific customers, scientists and students needing to extract subsets of their research data, or end users wanting to make the best use of databases for their clubs and societies.

About the Author

Clare Churcher holds a Ph.D. in physics and has designed several databases for a variety of large and small projects. She is currently the head of the applied computing group at Lincoln University where her teaching has included analysis and design, database, and programming. She has supervised over 70 undergraduate projects designing databases for small projects.
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Foundations of Multithreaded, Parallel, and Distributed ProgrammingPearson Education, 1999

	Greg Andrews teaches the fundamental concepts of multithreaded, parallel and distributed computing and relates them to the implementation and performance processes. He presents the appropriate breadth of topics and supports these discussions with an emphasis on performance. Features *Emphasizes how to solve problems, with correctness the...
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Supermanifolds: Theory and ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
A book written in a relaxed and friendly manner, that moreover, tries to appeal to both, physicists and mathematicians, by using their specific parlance at various parts. As already said, a concise, but at the same time reasonably complete, exposition of the basics of supermanifold theory. A concise but up-to-date account of some of the main...
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Aligning Modern Business Processes and Legacy Systems: A Component-Based PerspectiveMIT Press, 2007
"Willem-Jan van den Heuvel was an early participant in efforts to map business processes to business components and find an intelligent way to leverage legacy systems. Carrying this work forward, his current book provides a strategic introduction to business component design that is essential reading for CIOs, system architects, designers, and...
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Lentils: Potential Resources for Enhancing Genetic GainsAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Lentils: Potential Resources for Enhancing Genetic Gains describes the evolutionary aspects and agronomic potential of this important pulse with emphasis placed on wide hybridization, including molecular aspects and future breeding strategies. The existing variability among cultivated germplasm has been exploited to reach a...
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Advances and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and Software EngineeringSpringer, 2007
Advances and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computing Sciences, Software Engineering and Systems.
Advances and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and...
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From Basic Pain Mechanisms to Headache (Frontiers in Headache Research)Oxford University Press, 2006
Though the topics of 'pain' and 'headache' are obviously linked, these two research fields have in recent years developed at their own pace, often with scant attention paid to the other. By forging closer links between these fields, it should be possible to develop a deeper understanding of both the pain mechanisms associated with headache and a...
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